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Abstract Collective activity classification is the task to identify activities with multiple
persons participation, which often involves the context information like person relationships
and person interactions. Most existing approaches assume that all individuals in a single
image share the same activity label. However, in many cases, multiple activities co-exist
and serve as context cues for each other in real-world scenarios. Based on this observation, in this paper, a unified discriminative learning framework of multiple context models
is proposed for concurrent collective activity recognition. Firstly, both the intra-class and
inter-class behaviour interactions among persons in a scenario are considered. Besides,
the scenario where activities happen also provides additional context information for recognizing specific collective activities. Finally, we jointly model the multiple context cues
(intra-class, inter-class and global-context) with a max-margin leaning framework. A greedy
forward search method is utilized to label the activities in the testing scenes. Experimental
results demonstrate the superiority of our approach in activity recognition.
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1 Introduction
For its great scientific and practical importance, human activity recognition has received
more and more attention in the computer vision community in the past few years. Many
works focus on single person action recognition. However, in some complex scenarios, the
analysis of an individual’s behaviour could not yield reliable recognition results because
human activities often involve both the action of the single person and the interaction among
persons in the scene. Some researchers turn to analyse the behaviour of a group of persons,
which refers to as “collective activity” or “group activity”. Recognizing collective activities
is a more complicated problem, it often involves the identification of multiple human actions
and the recognition of human interactions with each other. These interactions are known as
context information.
How to use the context information is critical for solving various recognition problems,
especially for human activities in a scene under unconstrained conditions, such as dynamic
cluttered background, illumination variation, viewpoint change, intra class variability in
the human appearance and non-static cameras. Under these situations, image features are
usually not reliable to some extent, thus analysis of human actions based on individual
information without considering the environmental information cannot yield reliable results.
Therefore, in the past few years, many works combined context information to assist collective activity analysing and achieved reasonable results [7, 15, 22]. These works often
defined a dominating group activity in a scene and explored the interactions within a particular activity type. However, people in a complex scene often engage in various co-occurring
group activities. Interactions can also be explored among persons within different groups.
Few of these works have studied these information that could further assist the collective
activity analysis.
Based on wide observation, we found that there often exist more than one collective activities in a scene, which include lots of rich information about the intra-class interaction and
inter-class context interaction. Effectively exploiting these information could improve the
recognition performance. Take a scene in Fig. 1 for example. There are multiple collective
activities: “standing-in-line”, “waiting-in-group” and “walking-together” and also a single
person “walking”. Here we refer to the man in the red bounding box as the focal person.
The persons in the yellow dashed box are all “standing” next to him. We call these interactions intra-class context that is utilized in [7, 15] to infer collective activity labels. However,
the fact that the focal person is waiting to buy something can also be inferred by that there

Fig. 1 An illustration of context information shared by co-occurring collective activities within the same
scene. The activities of the focal person is influenced both by the persons next to him with the same activity
label and the persons with a different activity label far from him
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is one person “walking” to join the queue (the person in the green box) and other persons
“waiting-in-group” are reading the food menu. This kind of context information can serve
as an additional cues for recognizing the focal person’s activity. Here we refer it as interclass context for the fact that it reflects the activity interaction among different persons in
different activity groups.
Existing approaches often ignore the inter-class context information in collective activity
recognition. Our approach is to benefit from both the intra-class context and the interclass context information for recognizing all the co-occurring collective activities in a
scene. In practice, not all the context information from inter-class contributes to the activity recognition. For instance, the focal person can hardly be influenced by the two women
“walking-together” in the blue dashed box. We would like to select only the related context
to disambiguate the activity label for an individual. To this end, we propose a unified discriminative learning framework to integrate multiple context information, and automatically
decide whether the interactions between two persons should be considered. By introducing
carefully designed context activity descriptors, our approach jointly captures the individual
appearance information, the intra-class interactions between persons within the same collective activity and also the inter-class relationships among different persons in different
activity groups.
Our main contributions are listed as follows:
–

–

–

Different from the methods considering the whole image with the same collective activity label, our approach can discover multiple co-occurring collective activity classes in
a scene, which is more reasonable in real-world scenarios.
A unified discriminative framework of collective activity recognition is proposed
to jointly model individual appearance feature, intra-class and inter-class contextual
information.
An inter-class context descriptor is introduced to model the behaviour interactions
among persons with different activities, which could improve the recognition performance significantly.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the previous approaches.
Section 3 presents our approach of modeling the collective activities. Section 4 explains
the model learning and inference in detail. Experimental results and analysis are shown in
Section 5. Section 6 gives the conclusion.

2 Related work
We review the state-of-the-art works from two aspects: activity recognition and collective
activity recognition. Human visual recognition using context information has received much
attention recently in computer vision community. Many works have been done on exploiting context information between scenes and objects [21], objects and objects [9, 13, 23],
or human and objects [30]. For single person action recognition, researchers used context
information provided by scenes [20] or objects [12, 14] to improve the performance. The
object-action context [30, 31] was frequently used to assist the recognition the human-object
interactions. These works focused on recognizing single person actions while neglected the
interactions that might exist in the scene.
Compared to the single person actions, recognizing collective activities is a more
complicated problem. It often involves the identification of multiple human actions and
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recognition of human interactions with each other. Ryoo et al. [24] modeled the pairwise interactions between people to recognize complex human activities. Gupta et al.
[11] recognized group activities in sport events by human roles in the scene through
learning a storyline model with AND-OR graphs. Choi et al. [6, 7] designed a “crowd context” descriptor to describe the activities performed by individuals in a crowd. Lan et al.
[15, 18] used “action context” to describe the influence caused by other actions near a
focal person and then explored the group-person interaction and person-person interaction
context with a high level latent discriminative model. Choi et al. [5, 29] also formulated the collectivity recognition and multiple target tracking into a unified framework to
acquire the performance gain. These works have achieved some improvements for recognizing group activities. Antic et al. [2] used multiple-instance learning to model the
group activities. However, most of the previous approaches has made a strong hypothesis for activity modelling, i.e., there exists a dominating collective activity in the scene,
interactions for persons with different activity labels are not taken into consideration. Therefore, this assumption often leads to miss-classification for scene with multiple activities
co-occurring.
Choi et al. [7] recognized scene with multiple activities with a MRF model. they set
one predominant activity in a scene and considered individuals with other activity labels
as anomalous. Amer et al. [1] detected and localized a wide range of activities in an open
scene, they used a three-layered AND-OR graph to jointly model group activities, individual actions and the objects. This approach noticed the co-occurrence of multiple activities,
but didn’t explore the interactions existing between persons belonging to different activities. Li et al. [19] modeled group interactions in social clutter. Zhu et al. [33] defined
context information between activities to improve the activity recognition rate. They used
a structural model to integrate motion features and context features in and between activities. The definition of activity was based on one person interacting with the surroundings
and could hardly solve the problem of collective activity recognition with many persons
interacting with each other. To the best of our knowledge, few approaches has been done
to explore the interactions existing between different activities. Our approach is dedicated
to study the influence caused by different activities co-occurring in a scene. We refer this
influence as inter-class context information and model it in a unified framework to improve
the performance of collective activity recognition.
Context information is often modeled by a graph model [30, 31] or a topic model
[28]. Additionally, structural framework also is employed for its strong ability to model
low level features and middle level features jointly [9, 16, 18, 33]. The inference method
on a graph model or a structural model often needs to search through the graphical
structure in order to find the one that maximizes the potential function. This kind of solution is often very time consuming. Desai et al. [9] discarded the false detection results
by using a greedy search strategy to solve the inference problem. The same strategy
was adopted to infer human activities in videos in [33]. These approaches could reduce
the computational complexity of the inference problems while maintain a considerable
result.
A preliminary conference version of this paper can be referred to [32]. Compared to [32],
this paper not only addresses the effectiveness of the intra- and inter-class context information, but also introduces the global context information to further improve the performance.
We also conduct more experiments to proof the effectiveness of the proposed approach with
a more challenging dataset, UCLA courtyard. The approach proposed in [10] can be seen as
a different aspect of view to solve the group activity classification problem, which treated
the video clips as the input other than single frame images.
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3 The proposed approach
To evaluate the effectiveness of different context information for assisting the collective
activity recognition problem, in this paper, we propose a unified framework with multiple
context models to formulate the individual appearance feature, intra-class group activity
context feature, inter-class context feature and the environment based global context feature
jointly. We explore all the interactions between persons belonging to different group activities in the scene and evaluate their contributions to the final classification. A greedy forward
search method is utilized to solve the unified model and label the activities properly.

3.1 Problem formulation
Detecting people in the video frames is task specific, here we assume that the images have
been preprocessed and the locations of the persons have been found. We focus on the task
of tagging each individual with an activity label. Assuming there are C classes of collective
activities in the scene, where the label yi ∈ {1, 2, ..., C} denotes the activity class of a person. Let Y = {yi : i = 1, 2, ..., N } be the label set for all N persons in a scene. The task
is then converted into finding the optimal hypothesis label set Y for all the N persons in the
scene. We extract features X = {xi : i = 1, 2, ..., N } from the scene for all the persons
and we also extract global scene feature x0 . The low level feature xi represents different
action ai within the group activity label yi . Figure 2 shows an illustration and graphical
representations of how we model the activities in the scene. The unified framework of multiple context models are shown in Fig. 2b. An undirected graph G = (V , ε) is utilized to
represent the context information existing in the scene, where a vertex vi ∈ V represents
a person in the scene with activity label yi , and an edge (vi , vj ) ∈ ε corresponds to the
interactions between person i and j . The edges with solid lines represent the context information between persons with the same activity label (yi = yj ) while the edges with dash
lines represent the interactions between persons from different activity classes (yi  = yj ).
We use S(X, Y ; G ) to represent the compatibility of the low level feature X, the group
activity label set Y and the graph G , denoted as S(X, Y ) for short. By considering the

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 Illustration of the unified framework of multiple context models and its graphical representation.
a Illustration of our approach in a scene with people “waiting” and “crossing”. c (·) stands for intraclass context while s (·) represents inter-class context. b Graphical illustration of our approach. The edges
represented by dashed lines indicate that aside from intra-class information, interactions from individuals inter-classes also contribute to the activity classification. Image X also implicates the global context
information, e.g. the scene that the two groups are in
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multiple context interactions existing in the scene, the proposed approach is formulated as
follows:

S(X, Y ) =

N


wuT u (xi , yi ) +

i=1

+

N


N


wcT c (xi , yi )

i=1

wsT s (xi , xj , yi , yj )

i,j =1,yi  =yj

+



ω0 0 (yi , x0 )

(1)

yi ∈Y

where w represents model parameters. wuT u (xi , yi ) denotes the potential of the individual appearance model, wcT c (xi , yi ) denotes the potential of the intra-class context
model, wsT s (xi , xj , yi , yj ) denotes the potential of the inter-class context model and
ω0 0 (yi , x0 ) is the global context model which measures the compatibility between the
global scene feature x0 and the existing activity yi . The subscript yi , yj mean different
activity class label, and i, j stand for different persons in an image, respectively.
u (xi , yi ) is the individual appearance feature, c (xi , yi ), s (xi , xj , yi , yj ) and
0 (yi , x0 ) are the intra-class context, inter-class context and global context descriptors
respectively. In the following, we will detail the individual descriptor and different context
descriptors.

3.2 Individual appearance descriptor
The intra-class appearance potential wuT u (xi , yi ) describes the unary action of the ith
person with respect to the yi th activity category. Rather than directly using certain raw
features (e.g. HOG[8]), here we use the classification scores of the person pose and action
as the feature vector.
We train a 8-class SVM classifier based on the HOG descriptor for each activity label,
which contains eight pose categories: right, front-right, front, front-left, left, back-left, back
and back-right. Together with a bias term, we have the intra-class appearance descriptor for
the ith person belonging to the yi th activity as follows:
u (xi , yi )T = (Sj,1 , ..., Sj,c , ..., Sj,C , 1) · • (yi = c)

(2)

where Sj,c = (s1j , ..., sKj ) is the classification scores for the K = 8 poses within the cth
activity. skj is the classification score for the kth pose for person i. 1 is the bias term. The
function • (·) equals to 1 when the inner expression is true; otherwise, its value is 0. That is,
for the existing C collective activities, the appearance descriptor is a vector with (K ×C +1)
dimensions but only responses at the yi = c collective activity. The classification scores
obtained by SVM are used as the unary appearance descriptor of the person in the scene. So
the SVM scores directly affect the group activity classification accuracy without the support
of context information. We use libSVM [4] to train the classifiers. We use linear kernel and
set the SVM parameters with C = 10 and  = 0.05.

3.3 Intra-class context descriptor
wcT c (xi , yi ) models the contextual information for all the persons sharing the same activity
label within a region area, which we refers to as intra-class context descriptor. Similar to
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“context region” in [15], we consider that one person’s activity is related to others around
him both in space and time. Given the ith person as the focal person, the intra-class context
is modeled by the pose descriptors of persons in the context region we define. As shown in
Fig. 2a 1, we take the pose direction of the focal person as the main direction and divide the
sub-context regions into D small bins as suggested in [5]. For a person j inside the context
region of the focal person, we have the pose classification results Sj = (s1j , ..., sKj ), here
skj is the classification score for the kth pose. Supposing that the context region contains M
sub-regions, the context descriptor is represented as a M × K × D dimensional vector:
⎛


Sj , ...,
Sj , ...,
c (xi , yi )T = ⎝
j ∈N11 (i)


j ∈NM1 (i)

Sj , ...,

j ∈N1D (i)



⎞
Sj ⎠

(3)

j ∈NMD (i)

where Nmd (i) (m = 1, ..., M, d = 1, ..., D) indicates the index of a person in the dth bin
of the mth “sub-context region” of the ith person as illustrated in Fig. 2a 1. Here we set
K = 8, M = 2 and D = 8. N1 (i) and N2 (i) are circles of 0.5h and 2h (h is the height of
the focal person i) respectively. The sub-region partition based on pose direction of the focal
person makes the descriptor rotation and translation invariant. This descriptor captures the
contextual information of persons nearby as well as the focal person’s posture information.
Instead of considering all the persons inside the context region, here we only take the persons with the same activity labels into account. This intra-class context descriptor reflects
the global relationships inside an activity group, and persons with different activity labels
inside the context region may bring confusion when computing c (xi , yi ). Here we choose
the focal persons height to measure the subareas based on the relationship between the persons height and the image resolution. As shown in Fig.2a, for an image with the resolution of
640 × 480, the persons height (h) is around 100 pixels. People near the focal person always
keeps a small distance from the focal, so the subarea with 0.5 × h is enough for covering the
persons that shows most influences to the focal person. On the other hand, subareas around
200 pixels (2 × h) can cover most of the persons within the same activity label.

3.4 Inter-class context descriptor
In order to take into account the interactions among persons in different activity groups,
we model the inter-class activity potential wsT s (xi , xj , yi , yj ) with the spatial contextual
interaction and pose information between coexisting persons with different activity labels.
Notice that the intra-class context descriptor has already modelled the spatial context information between persons within the same activity label, here we only consider persons with
different activity labels as shown in Fig. 2a 2. For two persons i and j with different
activity labels yi and yj , the inter class context descriptor s (xi , xj , yi , yj ) is calculated as,

 2
dij
T
s (xi , xj , yi , yj ) = bin
, 3 , pose(i, j )
(4)
hi · h j
where dij is the distance between bounding boxes of person i and j, hi and hj are the
related heights, respectively. The spatial relationships are further divided into 3 kinds by
using bin(r, 3), where the corresponding relations are defined as connected, near and far.
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pose(i, j ) is defined as max(u (xi , yi ), u (xj , yj )). As illustrated in Fig. 3, our intuition is that persons closer to each other may have stronger interactions with each other.
Therefore, the designed descriptor combines spatial relationships and pose information
together, and the discriminative framework will further decide whether these interactions
are important to the classification of collective activities.

3.5 Global scene context descriptor
The scene information as global context contributes to identify the co-occurrence of the
group activities and their interactions with the scene. This global context can help filter
out certain activities that don’t fit for the scene by judge the correlation between existing
activities and the scene. As shown in (1), the global scene context potential 0 (yi , x0 )
measures the compatibility between the activity labels and the global scene feature x0 . We
calculate 0 (yi , x0 ) as,
0 (x0 , yi ) = x0 · 1(yi = m),

m = 1, ..., M

(5)

here we use gist [26] as our global scene feature x0 .

4 Optimization
In this section, we describe in detail the optimization of the proposed discriminative model
from two aspects: model learning and inference.

Fig. 3 Inter-class context information extraction from persons with different activity labels
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4.1 Inference
The inference procedure is to find the best activity label set Y ∗ for an input image X by
solving the following optimization problem,
Y ∗ = arg max S(X, Y )
Y

(6)

The optimization problem in (6) is NP hard for that the inter-class context is in pairwise
form. A greedy forward search strategy [9, 33] was proposed to find the optimum labels and
durations of the targeted activities. Inspired by this method, we obtain our optimum label
vector Y ∗ with a similar greedy search strategy. Although this greedy search algorithm cannot guarantee a globally optimum solution, in practice it works well to find good solutions.
To be specific, we define a function to measure the score change by adding the person-class
pair (i, a) as follows:
(i, a) = S(X, Y (I ∪ (i, a))) − S(X, Y (I ))

(7)

Firstly, we initialize the label vector Y to be 0 for all persons. Then we greedily select
the ith single person that, when labeled as a particular activity class a, increases the score S
by the largest amount. After that we have yi = a, and the ith person is added to the labeled
set I . We repeat this procedure until all the N persons are re-assigned with new labels. The
whole computation can be very efficient by tracking the potential gain of adding label assign
incrementally. Algorithm 1 describes the inference process.

4.2 Model learning
In the procedure of model learning, given a set of N training samples {(Xi , Yi )} (i =
1, 2, ..., N ), the goal is to estimate the optimal parameters of appearance model wu , the
intra-class context model wc , the inter-class context model ws and the global context model
w0 that tend to produce the correct group activity label set Y for a new test image X.
Equation (1) can be rewritten as follows:
S(X, Y ) = w T (X, Y )

(8)
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⎡
⎤
wu
⎢ wc ⎥
⎥
w=⎢
⎣ ws ⎦ ,
w0
⎡



⎤

u (xi , yi )

⎥
⎢
i
⎥
⎢

⎥
⎢

(x
,
y
)
c i i
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
i
⎥

(X, Y ) = ⎢
⎢
s (xi , xj , yi , yj ) ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ i,j
⎥
⎢

⎣
 (y ) ⎦
0

i

i

where w is the model parameter we need to learn and our inference procedure solves (6)
Assume that we have the training image Xi and their corresponding label set Yi , we want
to train a model w that, with a new image Xj , tends to produce the true label vector Yj∗  Yj .
The objective function can be converted to a regularized learning problem as follows:

arg min w T w + C
ξi
w,ξi ≥0

s.t. ∀i, Hi

i

w (Xi , Yi , Hi ) ≥ l(Yi , Hi ) − ξi
T

(9)

where (Xi , Yi , Hi ) = (Xi , Yi ) − (Xi , Hi ). We want the true label to have a higher
score than all other hypothesized labels Hi . l(Yi , Hi ) is the loss function that measures
the cost brought by predicting Hi where the truth label set is Yi . For image Xi with N
persons belonging to different activity groups, we can denote l(Yi , Hi ) as l(Yi , Hi ) =

N
n=1 l(yn , hn ). we typically use the 0-1 loss l0/1 :

1 if hn = yn
(10)
l0/1 (yn , hn ) =
0 otherwise.
The problem in (9) can be converted to an unconstrained convex optimization problem
[9, 27]. It can iteratively searches for the increasingly tight quadratic upper and lower cutting planes of the objective function until the gap between the two bounds reaches certain
thresholds. We adopt the cutting plane optimization algorithm [9] to solve our problem and
set all weights related to background activities to be zeros.

5 Experiments
There are some standard benchmarks such as the KTH [25] and Weizmann [3] are for human
action understanding. However, the videos in those datasets were recorded in controlled
settings and seldom involved in complex human group activities. In this paper, in order
to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, we carry out our experiments on
two challenging real world datasets. The first one is the UCLA Courtyard Dataset which
includes multiple collective activities co-occurring in the same scene [1]. And the second
one is the Collective Activity Data Set, which is a benchmark for collective human activities
[6].
In our experiments, we only concern about collective activity classifications. Detecting
persons in the scene is beyond the scope of this paper, here we use the ground truth locations
of the persons provided by the datasets. For each person, we extract HOG [8] as the raw feature descriptor. We first test the effectiveness of different context descriptors on the UCLA
Courtyard Dataset and then compare our approach with the state-of-the-arts on Collective
Activity Dataset.
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5.1 UCLA courtyard dataset
This dataset consists of high-resolution videos which recorded multiple co-occurring activities took place in a courtyard of the UCLA campus [1]. The person together with their
belonged activities are labeled in each frame. Each group activity consists of individual
actions, poses and the orientations of the group participants, and some of the objects they
are interacting with are also labeled.
To the best of our knowledge, none of the previous works have tested their collective
activity classification models on this dataset. Here we test our approach on this dataset to
evaluate the influence caused by different context information. We analyze in detail how
different context information boosts the classification performance. The annotated group
activities are including: walking-together (walking), standing-in-line (standing), discussingin-group (talking), sitting-together (sitting), waiting-in-group (waiting) and guided-tour
(touring). We extract the labeled images every 30th frame and split them by 50–50 % into
training and testing sets. The dataset provides 6 video clips with the length varied from 11
minutes to 28 minutes. The images extracted every 30 frame from the first three video clips
are used for training and the images from the last three videos are used for testing. When fixing the videos for extracting images, the accuracy of the results varied relatively small with
different image extraction strategies for the reason that the images within the same video
clips shows similar appearances. We report both the overall and mean per-class accuracies
computed from all the testing images.
The scene in the dataset is wide open with a resolution of 2560 × 1920 pixels. As illustrated in Fig. 4, for the global context extraction, we divide the scene into 4 × 4 areas
averagely, and extract global context feature from each 640 × 480 subarea. Since group
activities far away can hardly affect each other, during the implementation, we extract interclass context information from persons within the same subareas, and also from persons
belonging to different subareas but with a distance less than 5 times of the focal person’s
height to the focal person.
Experimental results are given in in Table 1 and Fig. 5, from which we can see that
without considering the context information, the baseline approach (using unary appearance
feature alone) yields worst results. This is due to the fact that persons with the same group
activity label sometimes show variant appearance or persons in different group activities

Fig. 4 Illustration for subarea division for UCLA dataset. We divide the scene into 4 × 4 areas averagely and
extract global context feature from each subarea. For interaction computation, we count in the interactions of
the persons within the subarea decided by the focal person (the person marked by the yellow triangle)
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Table 1 Classification results for different context fusion strategies (average accuracy %)
Class

unary

+ intra

+ inter

+ global

Performance gain

Walking

19.0

32.4

36.6

38.4

+19.4

Standing-in-line

34.7

48.2

60.8

67.1

+32.4

Discussing

25.9

45.8

50.0

53.8

+27.9

Sitting

67.8

77.5

79.8

83.5

+15.7

Waiting

48.9

59.7

57.6

61.9

+13.0

Guided-tour

36.4

47.4

56.9

59.1

+22.7

Avg.

38.8

51.8

56.9

60.6

+21.9

often show similar action. Using appearance feature alone can hardly tell these differences.
As shown in Fig. 5a, “walking” can easily be confused with “touring” without the support
of context information.
With the intra-class context features involved in, the performance increase greatly. Activities “walking”, “standing-in-line” and “discussing” all benefit a lot from the intra-class

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5 Confusion matrices for group activity classification on UCLA Courtyard dataset with different context information fusion strategies. a using only unary appearance potential; b combining appearance feature
and intra-class spatial context; c combining appearance feature, intra-class and inter-class context all together;
d combining (c) and the global context
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context because they all show inherent intra-class structure. Introducing inter-class context brings up further performance gain. The classification accuracy for “standing-in-line”
increases the most for the reason that other group activities are more likely to interact with
it, e.g. people often walk together to a queue, or talk together with each other next to a
queue. The global context affects “standing-in-line” and “sitting” the most because these
two kinds of group activities usually happen in particular area of the scene, the global context information helps to distinguish them from other activities. By combining all the context
information together, we observe a 21.9 % performance gain on average classification accuracy in Table 1. Figure 5 also shows that the confusions among different group activities
reduced greatly. This fact shows the effectiveness of different context information. Our unified framework combines intra-class context, inter-class context and global context together
efficiently and improves the collective activity classification accuracy effectively. Figure 6
demonstrates some of the collective activity classification results qualitatively.

5.2 Collective activity dataset
This dataset contains 44 video clips acquired using low-resolution handled cameras [6].
All the people in every 10th frame of the videos are assigned with one of the following
collective activity labels: waiting, queuing, walking, and talking, together with one of the
eight pose categories: right, front-right, front, front-left, left, back-left, back and back-right.
More than 31 % of the labeled images contain two or more collective activities, the detailed
statistic information of the dataset is shown in Fig. 7. We can see that walking is the most

Fig. 6 Example of collective activity classification results on UCLA Courtyard Dataset
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 7 Collective activity statistic information for the dataset. a Total existing activities; b scene with 3 group
activities co-existing; c scene with 2 group activities co-existing. (1-Nan, 2-Crossing, 3-Waiting, 4-Queueing,
5-Walking, 6-Talking)

common activity co-occurred with others. Our approach analyzes the interactions between
the co-occurring activities by mining the multiple context information.
To compare with other approaches fairly, we random select 1/4 of the labeled images
as the testing set, and use the rest for training. After labeling each person with a collective
activity label, we count the labels existing in each image to compute the final accuracy. To
eliminate the imbalance of the testing set, we report both the overall and mean per-class
accuracies as suggested in [18].
To comprehensively evaluate the performance of different context descriptors, we
compare some fusion strategies as follows:
–
–

–

Appearance Feature (AF). A baseline classifier only using appearance features for each
activity classification.
AF+Spatial context. A classifier using appearance feature and simple spatial context
information. Here the spatial context encodes the relative spatial relationship among
persons by a spatial histogram feature [9].
AF+ Intra-class Context. A classifier using appearance feature, intra-class context
(described in Section 3.3), and the spatial context from different activities.
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–
–

Intra+Inter context. A classifier using appearance feature, intra-class context features
and inter-class context features.
AF+ Inter context + Intra context + global context. A classifier combines all the
context features including appearance feature, intra-class context features, inter-class
context features and the global context features.

The confusion matrices of different fusion strategies are shown in Fig. 8, in which we
can see a significant improvement in “cross”, “wait”, “walk” and “talk” from Fig. 8a to b.
This is consistent with the fact that contextual information is important to collective activity
recognition. Spatial context [9] describes the spatial relationships among different persons,
which takes advantage of the fact that some activities are sensitive to the spatial relationship with other persons nearby, such as “walking” and “crossing”. Without considering the
inter-class information, “appearance feature+intra-class spatial context” often leads to poor
performance in some activities like “waiting” and “queueing”. Comparing Fig. 8b with c
we can observe that our designed “intra-class context” brings great improvement for those
activities in which persons stay close to each other. The confusion between “crossing” and
“walking” are reduced. However, we can see that “inter-class spatial context” extracted from
different activities brings a performance degradation in “queueing” since this kind of context cannot distinguish people by their facing direction. By combining “appearance feature”,
“intra-class context” and “inter-class context” together, Fig. 8d shows great improvement
on activity “queueing” as well as slightly accuracy drops for other group activities. Figure 8e further shows the accuracy gain by introducing global context. The combination of

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 8 Confusion matrices for group activity classification accuracy on collective activity dataset with different feature fusion strategies: a unary appearance potential; b combined appearance feature and intra-class
spatial context; c combined appearance feature, intra-class context and inter-class spatial context; d combined appearance feature, intra-class context and inter-class context; e our approach, combined (d) and global
context. Rows are ground truth labels and columns are predictions. Each row is normalized so that the sum
is 100 %
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multiple context yields the best results compared to other feature fusion strategies. This
suggests that learning multiple context information effectively could reduce the confusion
among different group activities efficiently.
For the experiments on UCLA courtyard dataset, though we divide the scene into 16
separate sub-areas to avoid the disturbance from persons far away from each other, there
still exist lots of people with diversified group activity labels (as shown in Fig. 6). Due to
the complexity of the scene, it is much harder to learn collective activity models with the
inter-class context information for this dataset. But for the collective activity dataset, the
activities co-existing within the same scene are relatively simple (as shown in Fig. 9). So
the experiments on collective activity dataset show better classification accuracy than the
experiments on UCLA courtyard dataset.
We also compare our approach with the state-of-the-arts. Since the testset is imbalanced,
the examples of different group activities are quite different, so we report both overall
and mean per-class accuracies as in [18, 29]. we also report the experimental results with
different feature fusion strategies. The approach of action context [17] defined a descriptor to encode information about action of an individual person and behaviors of all the
other persons nearby. Choi et al. [7] constructed a random forest structure to learn the
context for collective activity recognition. The latent model [18] used a latent variable
framework to explore the group-person and person-person interactions. And Tracklet [29]
combined multiple target tracking and the activity classification in a unified framework.
As shown in Table 2, when combing only appearance feature and the intra-class context
(“AF + Intra-class context”), we get a classification accuracy slightly lower than [18, 29].
However, the overall classification accuracy increases by 4.9 % when we count in the
inter-class context information and the global context information further improves the performance gain to 5 %. This suggests that adding more context information with different
characters can help to increase the classification accuracy of the collective activities. As
we can see, due to allowing the co-existence of multi-class activities in a scenario and
exploring more context information, our approach achieves the best classification performance compared with the state-of-the-arts. Some of the qualitative results are shown in
Fig. 9.

Fig. 9 Example of collective activity classification results on the Collective Activity Dataset. Notice that
our approach can recognize multiple group activities co-existing in a scene
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Table 2 Comparison results
with state-of-the-arts

Approaches

Overall

Mean per-class

Appearance Features (AF)

60.6

60.3

AF + Spatial Context

76.6

74.8

Action Context [17]

–

68.2

Random Forest [7]

–

70.9

Latent Model [18]

79.7

78.4

Tracklet [29]

79.9

79.1

AF + Intra-class Context

78.7

78.4

AF + Intra + Inter Context

84.8

82.2

Our approach

85.5

83.4

6 Conclusion
In this paper we present a unified learning framework of multiple context models to recognize collective activities. The individual appearance features, intra and inter class context
information, and also the global context information are encoded into a discriminative structure optimization framework. Different from the methods considering the whole image
with the same collective activity label, our approach can discover two or more collective
activity class labels existing in a scenario. Experimental and comparison results on two public datasets demonstrate that jointly modelling the individual appearance feature and the
activity context features can significantly improve the recognition accuracy of collective
activities.
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